A severe thunderstorm hit the northwestern part of Croatia in the late afternoon and evening of 24 June 2008. This severe event is used as a test case for the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) high resolution numerical prediction model and for exploring the impact of assimilating conventional and radar data. Radar radial velocity data were assimilated using three-dimensional variational analysis (3DVAR). Radar reflectivity data were used through a cloud analysis procedure where hydrometeors and cloud fields are defined, and adjustments to the in-cloud temperature and moisture fields are made. Results show that without data assimilation, the models were not able to represent the development of the storm nor the proper environment for it. Assimilation of surface observations in the mesoscale outer model provided spatial distribution of convection ingredients that established a proper environment for storm initiation and propagation. Without that, the inner storm-scale model, even with radar data assimilation, is unable to simulate storm development. Using the outer model with assimilation of surface data in combination with an inner model including assimilation of radar data provided the best simulation of storm initiation and development.
Introduction
Severe thunderstorms are among the most hazardous weather phenomena in many European countries. These storms can produce strong wind gusts, tornado, hail and heavily rainfall; thus they possess a great threat to human lives and to material goods. Dotzek et al. (2009) reported an estimated cost of 5-8 billion EUR annually from severe thunderstorms in Europe. In Croatia, such events are common during the summer months in the central and northern parts of Croatia. As these are mostly agricultural regions, they result in heavy damage to agricultural production. Romero et al. (2007) provided European climatology for some severe convective storm environmental variables using ERA40 (European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) re-analysis of the global atmosphere and surface conditions for 45-years, over the period from September 1957 through August 2002 by ECMWF; Uppala et al., 2005) . They showed that an environment favorable for severe thunderstorm development in Europe is commonly found along a latitudinal belt over south-central Europe. Both thermodynamic and dynamic ingredients for severe-storm development are present in the climatology. Favorable thermodynamic conditions are most prevalent in the south due to the influence of the warm waters of southern Adriatic and Mediterranean while dynamic forcing is * Corresponding author: Antonio Stanesic, Meteorological and Hydrological Service (DHMZ) of Croatia, Gric 3, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia, e-mail: antonio.stanesic@cirus.dhz.hr most common along well-defined Atlantic and Western Europe cyclone tracks. Similarly, Brooks et al. (2003) used "pseudo-soundings" from the reanalysis system (National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) high-resolution global analyses of atmospheric fields from January 1948 through July 2002; Kalnay et al., 1996) to find environmental conditions associated with significant severe thunderstorms and to make global estimate of the frequency of their occurrence. They reported that the greatest frequency of conditions favorable for severe thunderstorm development in Europe is found over the Spanish plateau and the region east of the Adriatic Sea, including Croatia.
Favorable conditions for severe thunderstorms are most commonly found in the northern part of Croatia, located in the southern and southwestern Pannonian basin; severe thunderstorms are common in Croatia during summer months. Pannonian basin is located at southeastern part of Central Europe. It is surrounded by the Carpathian Mountains, the Alps, the Dinarides and the Balkan mountains (Fig. 1) . The northern part of Croatia is located within the south and southwestern portion of Pannonian basin, with some smaller mountains in northwestern Croatia. Typical meteorological situations in which thunderstorms occur in the Pannonian basin include warm season frontal passage, waves of frontal systems, cutoff cyclones, or upper-level cold pools with positive vorticity maxima (Horváth and Geresdi, 2001; Horváth and Geresdi, 2003) . Horvath et al. (2008) source of high impact weather during summer. Type B-II cyclones are initiated in the western part of the central Adriatic; they have weak intensity and small scale, and they were the least predictable of all cyclone types identified in their study.
In many countries of Europe an ingredient based approach is used for forecasting of such severe storm events, yet the forecasting is difficult. One significant challenge is that small horizontal grid spacing must be used in order to represent small-scale convective processes in numerical models, requiring significant computing resources. Still, a number of experiments have been done with research models in order to gauge their ability to simulate convective storms in Europe (e.g., Ducrocq et al., 2002; García-Ortega et al., 2007; Nuissier et al., 2008; Cohuet et al., 2011; Mastrangelo et al., 2011) .
Severe convective storms in the Pannonian Basin are not often investigated. Studies done for storms in the Pannonian Basin include Strelec et al. (2007) who performed numerical simulation of two thunderstorms (squall line and super-cell) with the NCAR-PSU Mesoscale Model-5 (MM5, Grell et al., 1994) . The horizontal grid spacing used was 3 km and during the first two hours of simulation surface observations were introduced via analysis nudging. The model simulated the squall line development quite well, but there was a notable shift in time compared to the actual development. Similar results were obtained for the supercell simulation, where forecasted storm development was late by at least 1 h compared to the actual development. Horváth et al. (2007) performed numerical simulation of a severe storm that hit Budapest on August 20, 2006. The model used was the MM5 Version 3 with horizontal grid spacing of 1.5 km. Several experiments were performed while varying the initial time; the initial conditions for all were obtained by interpolating global model fields. In one of the experiments local radar data were assimilated. All simulations correctly predicted cold front passage over Budapest, but only the simulation using radar data assimilation predicted the storm development as observed. Benefits of radar data assimilation were also found in previous studies where it was shown that initialization of convective-scale numerical models with high resolution radar data is beneficial for forecasting convective storm development and for improving precipitation forecast (e.g. Sun J., 2005; Seity et al., 2011) . Additionally, using three-dimensional variational data assimilation (3DVAR) to assimilate radar radial velocity (Xiao et al., 2005) or both, radar radial velocity and reflectivity (Xiao and Sun, 2007) in high resolution numerical model has led to improvement of skill for shortrange heavy rainfall forecast. Souto et al. (2003) used radar reflectivity data to initialize moisture variables in high resolution numerical model via cloud analysis procedure and found that it improves precipitation pattern and amount.
The main goal of this study is to assess sensitivity of numerical simulation of a severe convective storm in the Pannonian Basin with a cloud-scale numerical model to (1) horizontal grid spacing, (2) assimilation of conventional observations (SYNOP) and/or (3) assimilation of high resolution observations (radar observation).
In Section 2 methods used in this research are presented while in Section 3 an overview of the case, including the synoptic situation and analysis of the storm using radar observations is given. Results from numerical simulation experiments are presented in Section 4, and summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.
Methods

Observations
Two types of observations were used in this study. First are surface synoptic stations (SYNOP) data from the European network of manned or automated weather stations. And second are raw radar data from Croatia radar. Hourly Europe SYNOP data were obtained for the period 1500-1800 UTC 24 June 2008, and temperature, pressure, horizontal wind components and relative humidity were used in the assimilation procedure.
The radar data used in this study comes from the Bilogora radar located in northern Croatia (lat = 45°53 N, lon = 17°12 ; Fig. 1 ). The Bilogora radar is a Doppler S-band (10-cm) radar (DWSR 88 S), with a nominal maximum range of 240 km, 2°beam width and volume scans every 15 minutes at 15 elevations from 0 to 34.9°. The Bilogora radar is also used in directing hail suppression activities, and while hail suppression is active it uses fewer elevations for scanning and provides a reduced number of products. Data available for this case are full volume scans every 15 minutes from 1500-2100 UTC, with data after 1915 being reduced due to hail suppression activities.
Before assimilation of radar data two additional steps were performed on raw radar data. In the first step data were quality-controlled which included: removal of anomalous propagation artifacts, removal of transient echoes in clear sky and radial velocity unfolding. The second step involved remapping of radar data from polar coordinates to the Cartesian terrain-following model grid (2.5 km horizontal grid spacing). Remapping uses a least-square fit to local polynomial function that is quadratic in the horizontal and linear in the vertical and it has properties of smoothing radar data near radar site and it acts as interpolator at longer ranges from radar. Thus no additional superobbing neither radar data thinning was applied on remapped data. More on radar data preprocessing in framework of ARPS model can be found in Brewster et al. (2005) . Quality of radar data preprocessing can be assessed on Fig. 2 where original and remapped radar data is shown. At lowest PPI scan of radar radial velocity aliasing in original data is evident where high values are present (Nyquist velocity: 16.5 m/s). On the other hand radar preprocessing removes aliased data and replaces it with corrected values and fills some gaps where data in radar image was not present. Similar and more pronounced filling and dealiasing of radar radial velocity data was performed in vertical cross section. Vertical cross section of radar reflectivity shows that in remapped data most of observed structures are preserved except those of very small spatial scale (BWER is not resolved in remapped data).
Modeling methodology
This study used the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) high resolution non-hydrostatic numerical prediction model, version 5.2 (Xue et al. 1995 (Xue et al. , 2000 (Xue et al. , 2001 . ARPS is a three-dimensional, nonhydrostatic model in generalized terrain-following coordinates with equal-spacing in the horizontal and userspecified stretching in the vertical. It was designed for numerical simulation of storm-scale phenomena, so in addition to appropriate physics and dynamics it incorporates tools and methods for ingesting observational data, both conventional and observations of high temporal and spatial density (e.g. radar data). In this study ARPS was used with a few one-way nested grids with model horizontal grid spacing of 24 km (ARPS24), 8 km (ARPS8) and 2.5 km (ARPS2.5). The domains of all ARPS configurations are shown on Fig. 1 . In the vertical dimension, 58 levels were used with average vertical grid spacing of 350 m and minimum grid spacing of 40 m, which places the first scalar grid level at 20 m above ground level (AGL). Initial and lateral boundary conditions (3 hourly) for the coarsest ARPS (ARPS24) grid were obtained from Global Forecast System (GFS) forecast with horizontal resolution of 0.5°that was initialized at 1200 UTC 24 June 2008. The Lin (Lin et al., 1983) five-category water and ice cloud microphysical scheme was used. The 1.5-order (turbulent kinetic energy) TKE-based subgrid-scale turbulence parameterization with planetary boundary layer parameterization for unstable boundary layer (Sun and Chang, 1986) was used. The short and long wave radiation package developed at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight Center (Chou 1990 (Chou , 1992 ; Chou and Suarez 1994) was used. Land surface conditions are predicted using two-layer soilvegetation model. For convection Kain and Fritsch cumulus parameterization was used in 24 km and 8 km ARPS run. No convective parameterization was applied in the 2.5 km ARPS run. More about dynamical equations and physical parameterizations in the ARPS model can be found in Xue et al. (2000 Xue et al. ( , 2001 . In order to investigate the influence of resolution and assimilation of different data types on the quality of the model forecast, a number of experiments were performed; the most important experiments are summarized in Table 1 .
The ARPS model with 8 km horizontal grid spacing (ARPS8) was initialized at 1200 UTC 24 June 2008 using initial and hourly lateral boundary conditions (LBC) from ARPS24 and a 9 hour forecast was performed. A nested ARPS model with 8 km horizontal grid spacing was initialized at the same time, used the same initial and LBC but it incorporated hourly sequential data assimilation of SYNOP data (ARPS8-assim) starting from 1500 UTC (thus ARPS8 and ARPS8-assim are the same for first 3 hours of forecast). SYNOP data were assimilated at 1500, 1600, 1700 and 1800 UTC (Fig. 3a) . Assimilation of SYNOP data was performed in two steps. First analysis increments were calculated at full hour using as a background forecast from previous cycle. For calculating analysis increments ADAS -ARPS Data Analysis System (Brewster, 1996) was used. ADAS is based on Bratseth method which is successive correction scheme (Bratseth, 1986 ) that theoretically converges to limit which is optimal in statistical sense (same as optimal interpolation method). The Bratseth method accounts for the relative error between different observation types and the background and in ADAS it can be used in multi-pass strategy where in the first few iterations broad-scale data are used and afterwards in following iterations more detailed data are introduced. In the second step analysis increments were added gradually to background field during model run using the incremental analysis update (IAU) procedure Figure 3: Scheme of data assimilation for ARPS8-assim and ARPS2.5*. a) Assimilation of SYNOP data in ARPS8-assim at 15, 16, 17 and 18 UTC. Analysis increments were calculated using ADAS at full hour and added to the model using IAU with time interval of 10 min starting at 1500 UTC, 1550 UTC and 1650 UTC, 1750 UTC. b) Assimilation of radar data in ARPS2.5*. Increments were calculated at 1800 UTC and 1815 UTC using radar data and added to the model using IAU with time interval of 15 min. (Bloom et al., 1996) within a time interval of 10 minutes. IAU is a procedure where analysis increments are gradually added to the model during model integration for a defined time interval allowing for unobserved variables to adjust while reducing data insertion noise in the model forecast.
As indicated at Fig. 3a at 1500 UTC 3 hour forecast (ARPS8) was used as the background for the first analysis. The model was than restarted and a 1 hour forecast was performed with IAU during first 10 minutes of model run. This forecast was used as background for analysis at 1600 UTC but this time model was restarted at 1550 UTC and forecast until 1700 UTC was performed with IAU during first 10 minutes of model run (the assimilation of surface data in 10 minutes before the top of the hour is preferred because most SYNOP observations are actually made before the hour). Same was repeated for analysis at 1800 UTC but this time forecast was performed from 1750 until 2100 UTC. All of the highest resolution runs (ARPS2.5*; * denotes different configurations) were initialized at 1800 UTC 24 June 2008. Using ARPS8* output, for initial and lateral boundary conditions (half-hour coupling frequency). Initialization time of ARPS2.5* km runs was chosen at 1800 UTC as at that time the first convective cells came close enough to the Bilogora radar to be detected in its lowest radar scan. The maximum forecast range of these simulations is rather short but the main focus of this study was put on high-resolution model initialization and simulation of cell life in period of its most intense development.
Radar data was assimilated in ARPS2.5_ex3 and ARPS2.5_ex4 sequentially at 1800 and 1815 UTC (Fig. 3b) . As a background for radar data assimilation at 1800 UTC the ARPS8* forecast valid at same time and interpolated to ARPS2.5* grid was used. Assimilation of radar radial winds was performed using threedimensional variational analysis (3DVAR; Gao et al., 2004) , while radar reflectivity data increments were calculated through a cloud analysis procedure where hydrometeors and cloud fields are defined, and adjustments to the in-cloud temperature and moisture fields are made (Brewster, 2002) . Analysis increments were added to the background field during a 15 minute model run and using IAU with a 15 minute window. This 15 minute forecast was used as background field for calculating increments for 1815 UTC analysis. Analysis increments were added to background field using 15 minute IAU during ARPS2.5* forecast that started at 1815 UTC and ended at 2100 UTC.
3 Observational analysis of the severe storm
Severe-storm event overview
A severe thunderstorm hit the northwestern part of Croatia in the late afternoon and evening of 24 June 2008. Strong wind gusts and hail were observed, and there were even reports of a small tornado. Hail was the size of a hazelnut (∼ 13 mm) or in some locations the size of an egg (∼ 50 mm). The storm caused significant damage to crops, buildings and cars. One insurance company published that an amount of ∼ 5.3 million EUR was paid to the insured persons in Croatia due to damage claims from this event. The storm was initiated near Graz in Austria and traveled southeast through Slovenia and Croatia reaching as far as Bosnia and Herzegovina. The storm moved to the southeast at a speed of about 20 m/s.
Synoptic environment
The atmosphere around Croatia in the month of June 2008 was very unstable with a number of storms affecting Croatia. Very warm temperatures (∼ 32°C) had been measured on 22 and 23 June. The DWD (Deutscher Wetterdienst; Germany's National Meteorological Service) surface analysis at 1200 UTC 24 June indicated the surface pressure over Croatia was high with little pressure gradient (Fig. 4) . A pronounced surface low was located west of the British Isles and it moved NE during the next day thus supporting warm air advection over France and Germany. A front was located north of the Alps and it slowly moved to the east during next 12 hours. At upper levels (300 hPa, Fig. 4 ) pronounced low pressure system was present near Scandinavia while an upper level ridge was located over the Mediterranean sea with margin located south of Alps. There was a weak shortwave trough over Pyrenees so the area downstream (east) of it was supportive for rising motions. DWD analyses (not shown) indicate that flow at upper levels north of Alps was gradually changing from SW to W during the day 24 June 2008. South of the Alps, due to the location of the margin of the upper level ridge, the upper level flow had a southerly component. At and above the 500 hPa level cold air was advected southward to the area west and over the Alps between 1200 and 1800 UTC. At lower levels southwesterly winds advected warm moist air to the area around the Alps. The combination of increasing humidity and temperature at lower levels with advection of cold air at upper levels caused destabilization of atmosphere.
Mesoscale features
The sounding location closest to the point of the storm's entrance into Croatia is Zagreb-Maksimir located approximately 70 km SW of that point (Fig. 1) . Fig. 5 shows the Zagreb-Maksimir sounding at 1200 UTC 24 June 2008, which is 6 hours before the storm entered Croatia.
At that time the atmosphere at Zagreb at low levels was fairly dry (10-12 g/kg), with a nearly dry-adiabatic lapse rate below 1.5 km. Vertical profiles of measured temperature and dew point temperature indicate that the atmosphere was potentially unstable. CAPE computed using the virtual temperature of the surface parcel was moderate with value of 1261 J/kg and CIN had value of − 11 J/kg. For other stability parameters Showalter was negative (−6) which indicates increased likelihood of showers and thunderstorms (Showalter, 1953) . The Showalter index is calculated as algebraic difference between environmental temperature at 500 hPa and temperature an air parcel has after being lifted from 850 hPa dry-adiabatically to LCL and then moist-adiabatically to 500 hPa. Severe Weather Threat Index (SWEAT) which incorporates instability, wind shear, and wind speeds information had value 196 which is at the low end of values indicating some potential for supercell formation (Miller, 1972) .
In the first three kilometers pronounced directional wind shear was present but with wind speeds being very small. Above that wind shear increased due to the presence of the upper level jet stream at around 13 km. Veering winds are noted in the first 6 kilometers. Fig. 6 shows ARPS8-assim model fields at 1600 UTC 24 June 2008. At the surface the wind had speed up to 5 m/s with south or south-west direction south of Alps and north or north-east direction north of Alps. A convergence line had formed as indicated by the positive surface moisture flux convergence contours and it is located north of Austria-Slovenia border. A somewhat weaker convergence line can be found in Slovenia. At upper levels strong north-west (500 hPa) and west (300 hPa) wind were present. When plotted over the temperature field they indicate cold temperature advection in the region over and north of Slovenia.
Advection of moisture at low levels and cold air advection at upper levels destabilized the atmosphere surrounding the Alps. Due to the upper level flow, air parcels moved up over the Alps which initiated development of convective cells on the lee side of the Alps. Around 1615 UTC deep convection was initiated NW of Graz. A mesoscale convective system (MCS), consisting of one dominant storm and a few smaller cells, developed and moved SE. At 1800 UTC the MCS was located near the Austria-Slovenia border, with the mostdeveloped cell having reflectivity greater than 60 dBZ (Fig. 7a) . After the MCS entered Slovenia the mostdeveloped cell started to exhibit rightward propagation and had a three-body scatter spike on radar, indicative of hail. From 1900-l915 UTC the main cell developed supercell characteristics such as weak echo region (WER) and bounded weak echo region (BWER) (Fig. 7b, 7c, 8) . At 1915 UTC the storm hit the town of Varazdin, where strong winds and hail caused great damage (Fig. 7c) . After that, the storm cell split with the left-moving cell dissipating and the right-moving cell continuing to develop (Fig. 7d) . At 2100 UTC (Fig. 7e ) the storm began to weaken, but later strengthened again at the CroatianBosnian border. Fig. 8 depicts the observed radar reflectivity field at 0.5°elevation of the Bilogora radar taken at 1920 UTC, which is approximately when the storm hit Varazdin. At that time the main cell was already well developed. The updraft was located on the front flank of the storm where both WER and BWER are found. In the raw radial ve- locity observations (not shown) no mesocyclone can be identified, but this could be due to low Nyquist velocity (16.5 m/s) and subsequent aliasing. Nevertheless, aliasing was removed from remapped data ( Fig. 2 ; middle column) and there between 1.5 and 3.5 km in vertical and 495-515 km in x direction a mesoscale vortex can be identified which cloud be a descending mesocyclone. Some indications of mesocyclone were also present in remapped radar radial velocity data at 1900 UTC (not shown) but due to wide gaps in observed radial velocity data wide gaps are also present in remapped radar data so existence of mesocyclone could not be confirmed. 
Modeling results
In order to investigate the impact of model horizontal grid spacing and data assimilation on the ability of the numerical model to represent storm motion and development, a number of different model configurations were tested. Horizontal grid spacing of 8 km is too coarse to properly represent a small scale convective storm but since this case had some broader convection activity some features should be represented. Additionally, to enhance initialization of the 8 km model, assimilation of surface measurements was conducted as described in Section 2. Fig. 9 depicts the model simulated reflectivity at 2 km height for the period 1800-2000 UTC for the 8 km model run without data assimilation (ARPS8) and the 8 km model run with assimilation of synoptic measurements (ARPS8-assim). Comparing those results with the observed radar images (Fig. 7) it can be seen that at 1800 UTC ARPS8 had a weak storm located north of the location of the observed storm. The modeled storm moved to the east until 1900 UTC and southeast thereafter. At 1800 UTC ARPS8-assim had a welldeveloped storm in the proper location; at 1900 UTC the modeled storm was at Slovenia-Croatia border, and at 2000 UTC the storm was located south of Varazdin. Therefore, movement of the storm system was better described with the ARPS8-assim run as it started to move southeast one hour before ARPS8, in accordance with the radar observation. Also the simulated reflectivity at 2 km was stronger in the in ARPS8-assim run compared to ARPS8, and the reflectivity is in better agreement with radar observations. Fig. 10 shows comparison of surface fields from ARPS8 and ARPS8-assim model. In the ARPS8-assim high values of CAPE (above 3000 J/kg) are present over the area covering Slovenia and northern part of Croatia with very strong CAPE gradients along the right hand side of greatest modeled CAPE. Higher negative values of CIN (more than 250 J/kg) can be noticed on area over Hungary. On the other hand, ARPS8 model has even larger values of CAPE over Slovenia but much smaller values over northern part of Croatia (up to 2000 J/kg). CIN values in northern part of Croatia are higher than in ARPS8-assim run while they are lower in area over Hungary. Surface winds in both runs were rather weak (less than 5 m/s) except near convective cells indicated by contours of composite reflectivity. More moisture was present in surface fields of ARPS8-assim over Croatia and Slovenia than in the ARPS8 run. Wind at upper levels (not shown) had mainly a WNW direction up to 10 km and it was similar in both runs except for places where convective cells were present. Movement of the storm in both runs can be explained using these surface patterns and vertical wind shear. In ARPS8-assim convective cell near SloveniaAustria border at 1800 UTC was already well developed (maximum simulated reflectivity at 2 km height more than 50 dBZ) and its subsequent motion was driven by heterogeneous environmental conditions. The steering wind had mostly a westerly direction but east of the convective cell location an area of strong CIN was present while south of there was an area of high CAPE values and increased surface moisture. Additionally, winds in pseudo-soundings from both ARPS8* models at location of Varazdin (not shown) are quite similar to the one in the sounding from Zagreb Maksimir (Fig. 5 ) with veering winds in first few kilometers that support rightward propagation of supercell storm. Thus this resulted in SE motion of the convective cell. On the other hand the convective storm in ARPS8 run was located far north than in ARPS8-assim and it was not as well developed (maximum simulated reflectivity at 2 km height ∼ 40 dBZ). In first 1-2 hours it was moving east following the steering flow until it was more developed and then it began to move toward the SE. It is noted that in both runs the track of the storm is collocated with an area of large CAPE gradients along the right-hand side of the area of greatest modeled CAPE.
To improve simulation of storm development two high resolution runs ARPS2.5_ex1 and ARPS2.5_ex2 were performed where for initial and boundary conditions respectively ARPS8 and ARPS8-assim were used. Simulated reflectivity at 2 km height at specific times between 1800 and 2100 UTC are shown in Fig. 11 (timing is selected to show an overview of storm development in first 45 minutes and the period of storm development and propagation for the time periods matching Fig. 7) .
In both runs the initial storm near Slovenia-Austria border was rapidly enhanced compared to the ARPS8 runs which are noted by the increase in simulated reflectivity, up to 10 dB, in the first 15 minutes of the high-resolution simulation. Movement and location of the convective system in both runs closely followed that of the outer mesoscale model. Still, in the high resolution simulation the original storm was decomposed in number of smaller ones which was more pronounced in ARPS2.5_ex2 simulation. Storm decomposition into number of small storms started after 30 minutes of high resolution-simulation in ARPS2.5_ex2 and half hour later in ARPS2.5_ex1. At 1915 UTC, which is the time when storm hit town Varazdin, main storm in ARPS2.5_ex2 was located 30-40 km north of the observed location while in ARPS2.5_ex1 it still had not entered Slovenia. At the end of simulation there is much better agreement with the observed radar image in the ARPS2.5_ex2 run, where three main storms were located in middle of northern Croatia. Nevertheless, the location was far north from observed one and some spurious storm cells were present over the NE part of Slovenia. Also the structure of storm was not well captured as small values of observed reflectivity over Hungary were not simulated.
To improve the initialization of the high-resolution simulation, radar data assimilation was used as described in Section 2.2.A. A comparison between highresolution simulation using ARPS8 as background field for radar data assimilation and as boundary condition (ARPS2.5_ex3) versus high-resolution simulation using ARPS8-assim for same (ARPS2.5_ex4) is shown in Fig. 12 . Radar data assimilation was performed in two intermittent cycles in first half hour of high-resolution simulation and this is evident in simulated reflectivity fields at 2 km height. In ARPS2.5_ex3 radar data assimilation led to generation of an additional storm located SE of the one present in the background state. Those two storms were developing almost independently one of other until 1900 UTC when the original storm encountered an area affected by passage of the newlygenerated storm. After that radar data assimilation newly generated storm was soon decomposed into a number of smaller storm cells but eventually most of them decayed leaving the one dominant storm cell that moved SE until the end of simulation. At 2100 UTC a storm of very weak intensity in the simulated reflectivity was located in the northern part of Croatia and also some small spurious storm cells were present at NE part of Slovenia. The initial storm cell in ARPS2.5_ex4 had a location a bit north of the location where the radar assimilation procedure generated a new storm cell. Those two storm cells interacted forming wide band of high reflectivity and it continue to move SE until the end of our simulation. At 1915 UTC the main storm cell was located near town Varazdin, very close to the observed one but about 15 minutes late. At the end of simulation main cell was located at similar location as in ARPS2.5_ex2 experiment but with better storm structure having low reflectivity in the part extending over Hungary and thus providing the best results from all simulations performed.
To go beyond the rather subjective verification based on comparison of model simulated reflectivity and observed radar CAPPIs an objective verification was performed. Equitable threat scores (ETS; Schaefer, 1990) of predicted composite radar reflectivity were calculated for 5, 15, 30 and 45 dBZ thresholds (Fig. 13 ). Scores were calculated for times shown at Figs. 11 and 12 except for 2000 UTC as there was a problem with the radar data so the score was calculated at 2015 UTC. Similar to conclusions drawn from the subjective verification, the highest scores for all thresholds were obtained for the ARPS2.5_ex4 experiment. Experiments with radar data assimilation have higher ETS values for all thresholds and almost all times compared to those without radar data assimilation. The increase in ETS after the first 15 minutes of simulation is due to IAU procedure of adding analysis increments. Very small values of ETS for 45 dBZ threshold are partially due to limi- tations of ETS calculations for models with small horizontal grid spacing and small scale structures that are being verified. In such cases even if the forecast of storm structure is rather well, a position error can lead to very low ETS (e.g. Dawson et al., 2006) . Fig. 14 shows results of ARPS2.5_ex4 model simulation and remapped radar data valid at 1915 UTC. Simulated reflectivity at 4 km height shows that shape of storm structure was captured reasonably well except for the erroneous storm cells on the rear flank of the convective system. The vertical cross section indicates that in model simulation broader and less intense updraft area is present with vertical velocity reaching up to 14 m/s. Also the location of strongest radar reflectivity pattern was missed by ∼ 30 km in this specific cross-section.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper analysis and numerical simulation of one severe storm event in Croatia are presented. The event was described using observational data and a number of numerical simulations of the event were performed. The model simulations were performed with different model setups to test the influence of horizontal grid spacing and impact of assimilation of conventional and high resolution (radar) data. The results showed that the assimilation of both conventional and radar data have a positive impact in forecasting storm development and movement. This is true at both model resolutions, one with 8-km horizontal grid spacing and one with 2.5-km horizontal grid spacing. Results suggest that it is important to have a properly modeled environment in the forecast model driving the lateral boundary conditions for the high resolution run, i.e., an environment that is supportive of convection processes is necessary. In ARPS8-assim run assimilation of surface observations provided low level ingredients (surface moisture, convergence lines) needed for convection initiation and further storm propagation. Broad areas of high values of CAPE covering Slovenia and northern parts of Croatia on one side and larger values of CIN over Hungary on the other side resulted in a southeastward storm motion which is comparable with radar observations. Enhancing the horizontal grid spacing of the model to 2.5 km did not change the overall behavior of the simulated convective system much. The intensity of the storm was enhanced but the movement was still dictated by the initial environment and LBC of the driving model. An environment that is not supportive of storms in the outer grid model can be problematic even if the inner grid model has small horizontal grid cell spacing and assimilates data with high temporal and spatial resolution.
Results from this case show that even if a storm-scale model is used and radar data are assimilated, the storm was not represented well because the driving model has not established a proper environment for storm development. Assimilation of radar data on the inner grid "forced" development of a storm but in subsequent moments the original big storm was decomposed into number of smaller cells in a broad convection area and after entering Croatia it began to quickly dissipate. On the other hand, if the driving model sets up environment that resembles reality, the model with smaller horizontal grid spacing and assimilation of radar measurements can enhance prediction of storm development. Comparison of simulation and observed storm at location near the town of Varazdin (when the observed storm was in its most intense phase) shows that model is able to represent storm structure reasonably well but also it suffers from a few deficiencies. The storm was improperly positioned with a broader and less-intense updraft and also with spurious storm cells at rear flank of convective system. Those could be result of imbalances between different variables that were introduced in the assimilation procedure that triggered the sequence of generation and dissipation of small storm cells. Therefore one has to be careful in how to properly add radar measurement information to model without adding undo noise. Cloud analysis and IAU seams as a good choice, as it gradually adds information to model and changes model environment to be supportive to added moisture modeled from the radar reflectivity via the cloud analysis. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement in this process and it could include more frequent updates in a cycledmode that can help to force model to act in accordance to measurements (only two updates were used in this study). Furthermore, there are now more sophisticated microphysics options that might more accurately model the storm. In order to enhance numerical simulation additional steps could include assimilation of data from more radar sites, decreasing horizontal grid spacing to 1 km and/or using multi-moment bulk microphysical parameterizations (e.g. Yau, 2005a, 2005b) . All these steps would increase the computational time and, depending on the computing resources available, will decrease the lead time for usable forecasts.
Still without these enhancements, the best simulation, in which data assimilation of surface observations set up proper environment in driving model and assimilation of radar observations enhanced small scale features and broader storm structure, the model predicted storm development and movement reasonably well for a few hours when compared to the observed storm.
